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Of all the Dartmoor border parishes Manaton preserved its remoteness well

into the last century. While improved roads and railways brought the moor

increasingly into the compass of everyday travel, guidebooks of the day warned

would-be visitors to Manaton of the perils faced in crossing deep valleys and

moorland streams in order to reach the tiny cluster of houses surrounding the

village green.  Only in the 1920s, following the construction of a new road

from nearby Bovey Tracey, did tourists in any numbers begin to ‘discover’ the

picturesque delights that Manaton had to offer.

This slow pace of change provides an opportunity to look back over the past

hundred years or so and to highlight the differences in this moorland parish then

and now. When a collection of over 400 paintings and drawings of Manaton and

the moor came to light, made by the artist William Henry Jones between 1900 and

1920, they provided the perfect opportunity to compare the parish and its people

during the past century.

Combining the detailed paintings with historic photographs, maps and local

stories, A Manaton Century provides a fascinating portrait of this unique moor-
land parish.
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